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Presidents’ Message:  Looking Back to Look Ahead 

When it is time to write the Presidents’ Message for the newsletter, our thoughts return 
to those who organized our guild and to our mission. Our purpose is to study and 
promote the arts of handweaving, spinning, dyeing and related activities in the fiber arts 
and to educate the membership and the general public. The Weavers’ Guild of Rhode 
Island was organized on Oct. 31, 1947. The dues were $3 per year.  

About the organization of our guild, an Assistant Professor of Design at the University of 
California in Berkeley, wrote: 

“Weaving, one of the oldest of human undertakings, is perennially new, because it 
reflects in each generation, the needs, the techniques and the artistic impulses of the 
particular period which brought it into being. The weaver of today has greater 
possibilities than ever before because of the unprecedented abundance of materials 
that are available. The Weavers’ Guild of Rhode Island has a challenging opportunity to 
explore new avenues of self-expression on the loom.”   

—Lea Van Puymbroeck Miller 

Miller wrote those words 68 years ago. As we approach our 70th Anniversary as a guild, 
we can hope that she would have been proud of our work. 

Our 2016-2017 program year is off to a great start. We’ve heard from three excellent 
speakers; we are organizing for our NEWS Special Exhibit and guild table; we’re 
working on our “weaver’s card game;” and we’re planning a towel exhibit and a weaving 
and spinning demonstration at the NK Free Library for sometime this spring. Show and 
Tell continues to be a favorite part of our meetings. We encourage you to regularly 
check our Web site at www.wgri.org, for updates and further information. 

In September, Marjorie Puryear told us the story of her weaving life and textile 
collecting, from hand looms to digital Jacquard design and weaving, to hand embroidery  
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and embellishments and back to the hand loom. In October, Gail Callahan, the 
“Kangaroo Dyer” gave us practical advice on color, including a fun hands-on 
demonstration of blending primary colors with watercolor pencils. In November, Susan 
Targove, a professional tartan weaver, gave us an overview of the tartan, from third-
century Scotland to today. She shared how she designs and produces tartan scarves 
and shawls, which are in such high demand she has a years-long waiting list. Her 
tartans can be seen in the hit series Outlander.  

Coming up in the months ahead include 3D loom weaving with Sally Eyring; three-shaft 
weaves with Norma Smayda; ribbon weaving with Mayfair Hall, Shibori indigo dying with 
Amelia Poole; a morning program and afternoon workshop on sewing with handwovens 
with Manon Pelletier and Judy Schaefer. In May, Sally Eyring will return to conduct a 
two-day workshop on 3D weaving, followed by a guild presentation on weaving with 
glass and copper. The final meeting of the program year will be our traditional pot luck. 
The program will be presented by the participants of the weavers’ card game.   

Besides producing an excellent newsletter, our editor Lisa Geigen is working on 
digitizing the guild’s newsletters which date back many years. This is a time consuming 
project as the original newsletters need to handled carefully during the process. At the 
end of the project, the newsletters will be preserved in plastic sleeves and put in binders 
and donated to the NK Free Library.   

The NK Free Library’s reference collection, on the building’s lower level, has a set of 
“Peggy Brown” sample books. These well-organized binders contain drafts and woven 
samples from guild members through the years. Need inspiration? Puzzling over a 
weave structure? You will find your answers and more in these books.  
  
The guild welcomes new (and returning) members: Alex Fanuele, Ann Rudman, Carol 
Wiseman, Mary Sherman, Marty Cavanagh, and Michelle O’Donnell. We are also 
pleased to extend an honorary membership to Karen Donaghay, who was very active in 
our guild and who is now living in Oregon.   

Weaving, spinning, dyeing and the fiber arts can be a lonely pursuit, which makes our 
guild a valuable place for community. We encourage you to make the most of what we 
offer and to share your time and talent with us. We look forward to seeing you at our 
Dec. 3rd meeting and pot luck.  

Ingrid Buhre, co-President! Janet Cooper, co-President  
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The Weavers' Guild of Rhode Island was founded in 1947.  Our goal is to promote the 
understanding and practice of the art and craft of weaving both for its members and the public. 

We usually meet on the first Saturday of the month at the North Kingstown Free Library. Doors 
open at 9am for coffee and socializing. The meeting begins at 9:30 am sharp with the speaker. 

We break for a brown-bag lunch about twelve. Everyone is welcome.
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News about NEWS 

What is NEWS?  “New England Weavers Seminar is an organization of New England Weavers’ 
Guilds organized to promote interest in, and to improve the quality of, handweaving and 
related arts  primarily by means of a biennial (odd year) seminar” known as NEWS.  The 
organization currently has a membership of 11 New England Guilds. Each Guild is represented 
on the central board of trustees by 2 elected representatives, the Guild representative and an 
alternate.  WGRI’s guild representative is Linda Rhynard and the alternate is Sylvia Kilgour. 

NEWS offers much of what is offered by Convergence, the national Weavers Guild, which is 
offered on even years at geographically different locations.  The NEWS board members work 
diligently to develop a program which will satisfy the educational needs of the greatest 
number of weavers possible.  To this end, member guilds agree to assume the responsibility 
for the development of the various parts of the NEWS program.  This could be working on 
programs, meals, housing, etc., in short, anything that goes into the development of a 
successful program.   For the past 2 Seminars, WGRI worked on the Runway Show. This year 
we have offered to be responsible for what is known as the Special Exhibit, which is in effect, 
a small gallery show that showcases the work of particular weavers – individual or group as 
well as weaving collections.  Three of our own RI highly recognized weavers have agreed to 
allow us to present their work, Norma Smayda, Jan Doyle and Tony Kormos.  We are in the 
early stages of developing the show.  If anyone has an interest in working on this project 
please seek one of us out. 

Each guild also agrees to mount a Guild table presentation.  Most often each guild decides 
upon a theme and members weave something small (or large) for the table.  In 2015 our focus 
was on RI symbols.   Our 2017 theme is “Bonnets, Bags and Boas”.  We hope that each 
member will choose to be a part of what can be a fun project.  Again, we would like as many 
guild members as possible to help us develop and present this part of the program. 

There is also a much appreciated Vendor hall proving an opportunity for New England fiber 
and weaving equipment dealers to demonstrate/sell directly to the Weaving community.  This 
is a great opportunity to try various looms, find that much sought after tool that you have 
been seeking or that one more cone of yarn for your next project. 

Each guild also agrees to provide 2 volunteers for “sitting shows”.  I have taken the liberty 
offering our own guild members to sit our own Special Exhibit for the duration of NEWS.  
Volunteers would be greatly.   

Aside from the educational program offered at NEWS, the most important and interesting part 
of the conference is the opportunity for each of us to present our own work for evaluation.  
Too few of us have  taken the plunge believing that perhaps that our work is not “good 
enough” to enter into any one of the specific categories.  Just think though, when do our 
friends ever offer any constructive critique of our work?  What an opportunity!  Try not to 
think of this as a competition but rather as an invaluable experience. See either Linda or 
myself (Sylvia) for information about this aspect of NEWS. 
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The Peggy Brown Weaving Notebooks at the North Kingstown Free Library 

If you haven’t been to the lower level of the NK Free Library, you’re in for a treat. 

In the reference section there is a long case with several notebooks filled with weaving 
samples. The samples were woven by names you will recognize: Norma Smayda, Dorothy 
Burton, and more. The notebooks cannot be removed from the library, so plan to stay 
awhile to enjoy these samples. 

The WGRI thanks Karen Donaghay, a longtime member who now lives in Oregon, for her 
hours of sorting and compiling the Peggy Brown Notebooks. 

The next time you’re at the library, drop by to see the books, and find inspirations for your 
next project.  And remember to thank the library for their support. 

Janet Cooper, co-president Ingrid Buhre, co-president 
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Kathi Spangler, master weaver, member of the Complex Weavers, the Handweavers’ 
Guild of Connecticut and the WGRI, and a treasured member of the Octagon Weavers, 
passed away on June 28, 2016, after a short illness. 
 Kathi was a graduate of the the Hill Institute’s weaving program. She had a 
wonderful sense of humor and was always so willing to share her knowledge of 
weaving. 
 Kathi was a 1970 graduate of the University of Rhode Island, and earned a 
Master's Degree from URI, and a law degree from Suffolk University. She retired in 
2005 as the Acting Director of the RI Department of Mental Health, Retardation & 
Hospitals after a 30-year career in state service to children, mental health, the 
developmentally disabled, and hospital services. 
 She was an active parishioner at Christ the King Church in Kingston. 

Lynn Smetko, President of Complex Weavers writes: 

 “Kathi touched a lot of lives, as a weaver, a friend, and a supportive, generous 
soul. The weaving community has lost a dynamic force. Kathi had deep ties to many 
weavers and weaving guilds, especially Complex Weavers.  She had been looking 
forward to serving as your President; unfortunately, fate did not allow that to happen. 
We will carry on in her absence, but she will never be far from our thoughts.” 
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In Memoriam

Kathi Spangler
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Miscellaneous: 

Field Trip anyone? 
Susan MCarthy has spoken with Lola from the Fiber Arts Studio in Velvet Mill, Stonington CT about a 
possible field trip.  We would need 6-12 wears to come. We would select the weave structure and Lola 

will set up the looms.  This is a one-day event.  Please let the guild know if you would be interested. 

Weaver’s Knot video:  http://www.tienchiu.com/category/blog-posts 
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December 3rd, 2016  Sally Eyring: 3D Loom Weaving 

!  
The world isn't flat, so why should you think of your weaving as always being flat? You have spent years 
learning the rules of two dimensional weaving; now learn how to break those rules to weave 3D sculptural 
forms. 
Basket weavers have been weaving three dimensional objects since antiquity, but Sally will explain her 
techniques for weaving specific shapes on a loom. Her techniques allows the shape to be actually woven 
in, and do not depend on differential shrinkage or sewing for their shape. For example, in one weaving 
the resulting fabric had a selvage of 54 inches on one edge and 11 inches on the other! Although she 
sometimes uses non-traditional materials such as copper wire for more artistic pieces, this weaving can 
be done with standard cotton / linen / wool yarn. 

Sally Eyring has been weaving and building tools since childhood. She earned a BA in Mathematics 
Education from Arizona State University and a MFA from the Art Institute of Boston at Lesley University. 
Her MFA graduate project described the immigration experience through woven sculptural headdresses, 
using a unique 3D weaving method that she invented. Her work has been featured in the Complex 
Weavers Journal, Handwoven, and Shuttle, Spindle & Dyepot. 

In addition to weaving, Sally both renovates and builds looms, and does glass casting. She built a 
tapestry loom from scratch, modified a counterbalance loom into a jack loom, modified multiple horizontal 
countermarch looms into parallel countermarch looms, and built both a draw loom and a 32 shaft 
computer dobby loom. Some of the tools that she has built include a horizontal warping mill, an electric 
bobbin winder, warping trapezes, and a cold mangle. In addition to her own looms, Sally has been gifted 
with seven or eight looms that she has renovated and donated to weaving students at Massachusetts 
College of Art and Design. 

Her 3D weaving can be seen here and here. During her lecture Sally will explain how these unique pieces 
were created. You can see her work with glass at Glass Dreams 
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January 7th, 2017 Norma Smayda: Three Shaft Weaves: More 
For Less 

!  

Three and other odd-shaft weaves present interesting considerations, not the least is the unbalanced tie-
up. Often more complex structures and weave theory are found with three shaft weaving than with the 
more straight forward four shaft weaves. This is because of the 2/1 tie-up as opposed to the 2/2 tie-up. 
There are the well-known three shaft jeans twill and krokbragd structures. We'll talk about other 
possibilities such as three block summer and winter, overshot, lace, many twill variations, color and 
weave, and warp faced weaves. Methods for using a counterbalance loom will be discussed. 
Norma Smayda is the head Saunderstown Weaving School. She is a weaver, teacher, exhibitor and juror. 
She co-authored Weaving Designs by Bertha Gray Hayes and the soon-to-be released Ondulè Textiles: 
Weaving Contours with a Fan Reed. 

February 4th, 2017 Mayfair Hall: Ribbon Weaving 

March 4th, 2017 Amelia Pool: Shibori Indigo Dyeing 

April 1st, 2017 Manon Pelletier and Judy Schaefer - Sewing Workshop 
(morning presentation, afternoon workshop) 

May 6th, 2017 Sally Eyring, "Hot Topic - Weaving with Glass" 
You may have noticed that weaving requires materials that are somewhat flexible. . . . So how is it even 
possible to weave with a material as totally rigid and fragile as glass? And what does the American Studio 
Glass Movement have in common with modern weaving technology? In addition, what if you want to 
weave with glass but don't have all of the necessary equipment? If these momentous issues have been 
keeping you awake at night, then this talk will answer all of your questions. 

June 3rd, 2017 Pot Luck 
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REMEMBER TO BRING ITEMS FOR SHOW & TELL


